Abstract
CARED algorithm is designed to adapt maxp either conservatively or aggressively based on the level of traffic load. We classify the level of traffic load into: up and down. If current average queue length (newavg) is greater than previous average queue length (oldavg), the level of traffic load is considered as up since the average queue length is increasing. Similarly if current average queue length (newavg) is less than previous average queue length (oldavg) [1] , the level of traffic load is considered as down since the average queue length is decreasing. Setting parameters such as minth, maxth, wq and target queuing delay in CARED is similar to that of ARED.
Loss-ratio based RED (LRED)
The scheme, called Loss Ratio based RED (LRED) [8] , measures the latest packet loss ratio, and uses it as a complement to queue length in order to dynamically adjust packet drop probability. By using closed-form relationship between packet loss ratio and the number of TCP flows, this scheme is responsive even if the number of TCP flows varies significantly.
LRED calculate packet drop probability using two principles they are: 1) The mismatch of queue length means deviation from stable status and the necessity of updating the packet drop probability; 2) Large packet loss ratio implies overload, indicating that aggressive packet drop is needed. LRED uses instantaneous queue mismatch as an input variable to calculate the required packet drop probability each time packets arrive. Calculated packet drop probability linearly increases with queue mismatch. According to the second principle, when there is a large packet loss ratio, LRED will dynamically increase the packet drop probability.
At packet level, LRED uses instantaneous queue mismatch to update packet drop probability upon arrival of new packets. On the larger time-scale, LRED adjusts the packet drop probability using the measured packet loss ratio. LRED has a shorter response time [8] than other AQM schemes, especially under heavy congestion scenarios. More importantly, LRED achieves better stability and robustness under dynamic environments. LRED can effectively control the queue length to an expected value. It also achieves a better tradeoff between good throughput and queue length than the other AVQ schemes.
Nonlinear RED (NLRED)
In nonlinear RED linear packet dropping function of RED is replaced by a nonlinear quadratic function. In NLRED [13] packet dropping is gentler than RED at light traffic load but more aggressive at heavy load. Therefore, at light traffic load NLRED encourages the router to operate in a range of average queue sizes rather than a fixed one. When avg exceeds the minimum threshold, NLRED uses the nonlinear quadratic function to drop packets. Figure 2 gives the comparison result of packet dropping functions for RED and NLRED.
NLRED is less sensitive to parameter settings. NLRED has a more predictable average queue size, and can achieve a higher throughput. 
Neural Networks (NNRED)
NN-RED is based on neural networks [14] . The main aim of NNRED is to use a neural network as a prediction tool to determine the future values of the queue size and mark or drop the packets if the queue size is predicted to go beyond the targeted value. Role of the neural network in this AQM mechanism is to predict future values of queue size based on current and previous values of the queue length. The router can then use this information to notify the traffic sources in the case of probable congestion and prevent severe congestion from happening. NNRED does not impose a great amount of overhead process on the routers compared to the RED algorithm [14] , while it offers a better performance in terms of queuing delay and queue size stability compared to the RED AQM method.
Dynamic RED (DRED)
DRED [15, 16] was designed to solve the problem that the average queue length in RED strongly depends on the number of TCP connections in steady state. Steady state means the state where the packet arrival rate to the router balances its packet processing capacity so that the average queue length at the router does not fluctuate. DRED controls the number of packets in the buffer of a router by randomly dropping packets using a control method based on a classical control theory, I (Integral) control [17] .
In DRED packet drop rate is calculated from the integrate of difference between the current queue length and the target queue length. Therefore, as long as the cumulative error from past is non-zero, packet drop rate is adjusted to balance it, even if the current queue length is equal to zero. DRED has an intrinsic problem [15] in high-speed networks; i.e., DRED cannot stabilize its queue length when the bottleneck link bandwidth is high.
Effective RED (ERED)
ERED [18] was developed based on RED AQM. ERED has higher throughput and lower packet loss rate than other AQM algorithms. In light traffic load, when average queue size exceeds the minimum threshold (minth) [2] , RED drops all packets even though current queue size is small or queue is empty. When the load is getting heavy and the current queue size quickly approaches the queue limit-an indicator that the queue size may soon get out of control, but the average queue size is not big enough to make random drops; ERED allows more aggressive packet dropping to quickly back off from it.
ERED tries to control average queue size when connections immediately reduce their sending rate in the case of no congestion. This is achieved by changing minth and maxth parameters of RED [18] . In ERED packet dropping probability calculated according to instantaneous queue size, when queue size increases immediately and exceeds queue limit, but average queue size is below the minth in the case of congestion 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a survey on recent advances in the area of new load based active queue management mechanisms. The implementation of AQM is useful in a general network environment. Further we classified load based AQM mechanisms according to the type of metrics they used as congestion measure. From the survey we found that the performances of above explained new AQM schemes are better than that of RED AQM scheme. The queue length of rate based scheme is less sensitive to the number of TCP connections than that of queue based schemes. Inclusion of more number of congestion measures in the existing rate based schemes such as AVQ, EAVQ may result in better performance in terms of, throughput, packet loss and link utilization. Above mentioned new load based AQM schemes offers a better performance in terms of queuing delay and queue size stability compared to the RED that is currently the mostly used AQM method.
